Introduction
============

Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) is characterized by the absence of speech in children despite their normal non-verbal IQ, no primary physical disabilities, neurological disorder or mental illness ([@B68]; [@B97]; [@B21], [@B12]). It is observed in approximately 5--10% of the population ([@B130]; [@B64]), and possibly because of the high proportion of children suffering from DLD, this disorder has long been the focus of attention in scientific research (e.g., [@B63]; [@B102]; [@B25]; [@B69]; [@B27]; [@B103]; [@B101]; [@B77]; [@B51]; [@B3]; [@B58]; [@B139]; [@B138]; [@B128]) and clinical studies (e.g., [@B133]; [@B147]; [@B66]; [@B142]; [@B118]; [@B148]; [@B112]; [@B65]). It has been shown that DLD can be reliably diagnosed after the age of 4 years ([@B143]; [@B90]; [@B98]) and that it can be roughly characterized as a lag of about 2 years in the development of language abilities ([@B100]). A recent Delphi Consensus Study has additionally pointed out some specific indicators of atypical language development in 4--5-year-old children, including inconsistent or abnormal verbal interaction and at most three word utterances ([@B21], [@B22]). Importantly, children diagnosed with DLD as preschoolers later on often have difficulties in their social-emotional development ([@B115]; [@B138]; [@B39]) and they also demonstrate lower levels of school performance. The latter, at least in part, can be attributed to the fact that a large proportion of children with DLD also develop dyslexia ([@B20]; [@B96]). It has further been shown that poor expressive abilities in early childhood are the best predictor of reading problems and dyslexia in school-aged children ([@B76]; also see discussion in [@B35]). It appears, therefore, that these reciprocal connections between children's limited expressive abilities during preschool years, and their reading difficulties and poorer academic performance at school, place children with DLD at a further disadvantage compared to their peers.

Over the past several decades both genetic ([@B18], [@B13]; [@B131]; [@B30]; [@B129]; [@B11]; [@B47]; [@B99]) and environmental risk factors for DLD ([@B131]; [@B11]; [@B67]) have been identified. Despite years of research, however, the underlying *causes* for this disorder are still not understood. The most serious problem in this respect poses the great amount of *heterogeneity* observed in this population, which suggests that DLD is probably not a single type of disorder, but an umbrella term for a variety of deficits in the domain of language acquisition ([@B9]; [@B26]). Purely linguistic accounts of DLD claim that this disorder is specific to language, suggesting that other neuropsychological processes remaining largely intact ([@B102]; [@B134]; [@B116]; [@B106]). These linguistic approaches focus on establishing the various clinical markers of DLD in the language domain, which could be targeted during speech screening and intervention.

Alternative accounts of DLD have observed that children suffering from this impairment often have additional neuropsychological deficits accompanying their language problems. However, there has traditionally been a strong tendency to search for a *single* deficient neuropsychological mechanism underlying DLD, and thus the main body of research has compared children with and without DLD on the basis of either their working memory (WM) capacity ([@B43]; [@B19]; [@B2]; [@B37]), or auditory perception abilities ([@B124]; [@B16]; [@B145]; [@B149]), or sustained attention ([@B114]; [@B38]; [@B34]), etc. In contrast, it has recently been put forward that DLD is not only closely associated with neuropsychological deficits, but occurs when at least two cognitive processes are disrupted ([@B10]). This observation is in line with what has long been claimed by the proponents of neuropsychological approach to speech pathology going back to the 1930's ([@B141]) and later expanded in the 1950--1960's ([@B74], [@B75]). Neuropsychology is concerned with the 'behavioral expression of brain dysfunction' ([@B71]) and it thus suggests deep interconnections between the various higher cognitive processes, including, for example, language and executive functions (EFs). Within this framework, the causes underlying the observed behavioral problems are thus thought to be rooted in multiple neurophysiological deficits.

In the speech and language domain, therefore, the ability to spontaneously acquire a language relies on the child's neuropsychological skills, and thus the absence of speech needs to be considered as a *symptom* of their underdeveloped neuropsychological functions rather than an isolated deficit. This is supported by empirical evidence showing that language learning deficits are often observed across different clinical populations, including children with hearing loss ([@B23]; [@B85]), children with ADHD ([@B45]; [@B48]), Autism Spectrum Disorder ([@B60]) as well as those with mental retardation ([@B78]) or cerebral palsy ([@B54]). In these groups of children the absence of speech is clearly secondary to another pathology, such as impaired auditory perception in children with hearing loss, or impaired executive control and social-emotional deficits in the ADHD and Autism Spectrum Disorder. What is not so clear is whether language deficits in DLD are *also* secondary -- perhaps, not to a single primary disorder, but to a combination of underdeveloped higher cognitive functions. If this is the case, then our aim should be to identify at least some typical *combinations* of neuropsychological deficits in children with DLD and focus on the associations between these children's neuropsychological profiles and their corresponding patterns of language-learning difficulties. Despite the existing empirical evidence, there is currently no reliable method correlating the child's neuropsychological and language profiles. However, it seems that targeting those primary deficits in cognitive processes, which impede the child's spontaneous acquisition of their first language, would be the first step toward increasing the efficacy of assessment and intervention. The following section of the paper, therefore, gives an up-to-date overview of what is known about cognitive performance by children with DLD.

Perception
==========

Perception is a multi-dimensional ability, which can be explored not only across different domains (e.g., auditory, visual, tactile, etc.), but also in terms of the types of information processed within each domain. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on the various aspects of auditory perception, since the perception in the visual domain appears to play a secondary role in the acquisition of oral speech ([@B70]; [@B50]; [@B49]). It has long been observed that at least some of the children with severe language-learning problems demonstrate deficits in their auditory perception skills. Specifically, back in early 1950's it has been shown that despite these children's normal hearing abilities, they fail to perceive linguistically meaningful contrasts ([@B70]). In 1970's, it has first been proposed that the perceptual deficit might be more generic in its nature and that children with DLD have difficulties in perceiving the various acoustic properties of non-verbal auditory signals as well ([@B124]; [@B125]). It has also been found that the skills in perceiving non-verbal auditory information can be trained, thus improving overall language abilities ([@B123]).

Both verbal and non-verbal auditory information can be described in relation to four physical parameters: duration, frequency, amplitude and phase. The first three are most relevant for studying atypical speech development because in the language domain they represent acoustic features used for discrimination of phonemes and words. Duration, or temporal processing, has been thoroughly examined in classical studies by Tallal and her colleagues, demonstrating that children with DLD have difficulties discriminating and reproducing tones of short duration, as well as determining the order of rapidly changing elements in a sequence ([@B124]; [@B122]; [@B125]). A more recent study, reporting on a larger group consisting of 16 children with DLD, has expanded these observations by identifying two subgroups of children with DLD: those with poor and with normal temporal resolution abilities ([@B1]). In addition, the study discusses the interaction between these children's temporal resolution and frequency perception abilities, suggesting a compensatory mechanism in children with DLD. Specifically, the subgroup of children who demonstrated poorer temporal resolution abilities showed greater frequency sensitivity.

The perception of frequency has also been studied independently of temporal effects, showing that children with DLD are less sensitive in perceiving voicing contrasts (e.g., /p/--/b/, as in a minimal pair ***p**at -- **b**at*) compared to their typically developing (TD) peers ([@B149], [@B150]). These deficits in perceiving the elements of short duration and different frequency suggest that these children with DLD would have problems efficiently processing rapid speech, extracting phonological elements of short duration (e.g., grammatical morphemes in English, as in *He run**s***) and also in forming stable phonological representations of words, particularly if they form minimal pairs, as in ***s**eal -- **z**eal*, or have similar sounding counterparts, as in *agile -- **fr**agile*.

The research on the perception of amplitude focuses on the sensitivity to suprasegmental speech rhythm and stress patterns in children with DLD. Very few studies have explored these problems, and only in children's perception of verbal signals. However, it has been shown that children with DLD tend to have decreased sensitivity to amplitude envelope rise time in interaction with both frequency ([@B104]) and duration ([@B29]) of the signal. In the language domain, this means that children with DLD are likely to be less sensitive to lexical and phrasal stress and its violations.

However, the original hypothesis that speech deficits in children with DLD arise from their acoustic processing limitations has been challenged in more recent twin studies. Specifically, the authors have found no significant relationship between non-verbal and verbal auditory processing abilities in children with DLD ([@B14],[@B15],[@B16]; [@B5]). These findings have started a long-standing debate with some studies showing that at least some children with DLD have deficits in non-linguistic auditory perception and that their difficulties are not specific to language ([@B146], [@B145]; [@B53]; [@B149], [@B150]; [@B29]; [@B135]; [@B104]). These disparate results are probably due to heterogeneity of the DLD population, particularly since the majority of these studies report on a small number of participants. It seems reasonable to assume that a proportion of children with DLD might have limitations in the auditory perception domain as the primary source of their language difficulties. It thus appears that neuropsychological assessment for children with DLD should include screening for possible deficits in auditory perception of both verbal and non-verbal signals.

Attention
=========

Attention is essential for (language) learning because it serves as a 'filtering system' for the constant stream of input information, thus allowing to process only its relevant features. Attention is closely associated with both perception and EFs ([@B56]; [@B119]; also, see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, like perception, attention can be an unconscious *passive* bottom-up process governed by our sensitivity to regularities in the input guided by our expectations and experience. For example, our attention is attracted by an unusual phenomenon, such as seeing a yellow leaf among green leaves on the pavement. This ability to unintentionally perceive regularities and deviations from patterns is closely associated with implicit learning (or so-called Statistical Learning) skills, which, due to their automatic nature, are believed to be one of the key leaning mechanisms across cognitive domains ([@B132]; [@B36]; [@B105]; [@B111]), functioning from infancy ([@B109]; [@B105]).

![Neuropsychological perspective on cognitive and social functioning: the interplay between perception, attention and executive functions forms the foundation for language abilities. During social interaction, possible neuropsychological deficits are then behaviorally manifested through language as a proxy.](fnhum-12-00517-g001){#F1}

However, our attention can also be *actively* (i.e., consciously/intentionally) focused on some phenomenon, thus becoming a top--down process also known as attention control. For example, when we search for a birch tree leaf among other leaves on the pavement. Because attention control allows one to focus on a task and is involved in program selection, it is commonly listed among EFs ([@B82]; [@B88]; [@B32]; also, see a more detailed discussion of this topic in the following section of the paper).

Over the years, several models have been proposed to describe how these types of processes are carried out in the brain. One of the best empirically supported frameworks is the recent component theory of attention ([@B83]; [@B46]). This theory distinguishes several cortical sites orchestrating three types of behavior, associated with attention: alerting/arousal, orienting and executive attention ([@B94]; [@B83]; [@B92]). Alerting refers to the general physiological readiness to perceive and process stimuli ([@B46]; [@B107]; [@B92]). It is associated with maintaining optimal vigilance and performance during tasks, and it is thus often recognized as an essential component of sustained attention ([@B6]; [@B119]; [@B38]; [@B93]; [@B62]; [@B40]). Orienting involves shifting attention to endogenous or exogenous cues ([@B28]; [@B95]), which seems to be fundamental for unconscious/implicit learning mechanisms. Finally, executive attention refers to the ability to detect errors, resolve conflict among responses or inhibit responses ([@B95]; [@B92]). This form of behavior, which has been originally proposed as part of the attention network ([@B94]), is also often considered among EFs (see more on this in the discussion of inhibitory control in the "Executive Functions" section). In addition, in many models of attention executive attention is associated with selective attention, i.e., the ability to detect only relevant stimuli in the stream of input ([@B87]; [@B56]; [@B144]; [@B117]; [@B110]; [@B44]).

Several studies have attempted to explore these problems from developmental perspective ([@B108]; [@B46]; [@B107]; [@B127]; [@B120]), confirming that some types of attention like arousal and orienting systems form in early infancy, and finding mixed results for selective and sustained attention abilities ([@B42]; [@B121]; [@B46]). The former is probably indicative of the innateness of some automatic/unconscious (bottom--up) attention mechanisms, such as those involved in Statistical Learning. More cognitively demanding and complex types of behavior, including controlled selective and sustained attention or divided attention, which requires simultaneous processing of multiple streams of information ([@B113]), are likely to develop gradually, with the maturation of the respective cortical areas. However, more research is needed to determine the developmental trajectories for these types of attention across auditory, visual and other domains (see for review: [@B46]).

Regarding children with DLD, it seems that at least some of the bottom--up processes are impaired in this population. Specifically, the unconscious attention mechanisms associated with implicit learning tend to be weaker in these children compared to their TD peers (see for reviews: [@B61]; [@B151], [@B152]). However, it is not clear whether these poorer abilities in perceiving statistical regularities are domain-specific (e.g., visual vs. auditory statistical learning skills); and also if there is a difference between verbal and non-verbal types of tasks within the auditory domain. More cognitively demanding types of attention have been studied less systematically in children with DLD, often producing disparate results. Recent meta-analysis on sustained attention abilities in the DLD population, however, supports the idea that these children tend to have deficits in sustained attention across auditory and visual modalities, and that larger effect sizes can be found for auditory (both verbal and non-verbal) stimuli ([@B34]). Similarly, in the selective attention domain, children with DLD demonstrate poorer performance during verbal and non-verbal auditory tasks ([@B117]), but not in visual tasks ([@B114]).

To summarize, attention deficits could be one of the underlying causes of DLD. However, it is not yet clear how the various types of attention interact to meet cognitive demands for these children. For example, it is not known whether children with DLD develop some compensatory executive attention mechanisms if they have deficits in their implicit/unconscious attention abilities. In addition, more evidence is needed to understand the extent of their attention deficits across modalities, and also during more cognitively demanding types of tasks, involving alternating and divided attention.

Executive Functions
===================

Executive functioning can be defined as a top--down control of cognitive processes for goal achievement. Executive control is necessary in the regulation of more automatic processes (thoughts, behavior, emotion) in the service of a goal or to adjust to changing circumstances ([@B84]). EFs are especially important in situations in which relying upon automatisms or impulses is unwise or even impossible, as in non-routine situations ([@B31]). There is controversy over the specific components of executive functioning and the way they relate to each other ([@B7], [@B8]; [@B84]). A well-established conceptualization of EFs is Miyake's model, which considers it as a unitary construct with three separable major components: inhibition of prepotent responses (inhibiting), shifting between tasks or mental sets (shifting) and information updating and monitoring of WM representations (updating).

Inhibition refers to the ability to deliberately suppress dominant or automatic responses and to resist interference of distractors ([@B41]). Inhibitory control is important for learning as it helps maintain sustained and focused attention necessary for the acquisition of new skills and knowledge (see also section "Attention"). Inhibiting is also important for social functioning; for example, resisting impulses and temptations (e.g., waiting for your turn) is essential for establishing and maintaining social relationships ([@B126]).

Shifting between tasks or mental sets involves the disengagement of a task set and the active engagement of a new task set. Shifting also involves the ability to switch between operations or mental sets. The ability to shift is strongly related to cognitive flexibility. It is essential to social-emotional functioning as people bring their own goals, impulses, desires, and emotions into social situations, which makes every social situation unique and often very complicated and unpredictable ([@B89]).

Updating is the ability to actively manipulate the contents of WM and to monitor the incoming information with the aim of keeping track of which information is relevant and update items in WM with new, more relevant information. In conceptualizing WM, Baddeley's multicomponent WM model is widely used. It comprises three subsystems governed by the central executive: the phonological loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and the episodic buffer ([@B4]). The former two are 'slave'-systems responsible for temporary storage of verbal and visuo-spatial information. The episodic buffer is proposed to integrate representations from WM, long-term memory and language processing systems. WM is essential for learning and also for social functioning because it subserves temporal processing of social information during interactions, keeping social goals actively in mind, retrieving social information from long-term memory, and selecting an appropriate social response (see also [@B137]).

Executive functions have been discussed extensively in investigating DLD over the past decade. Deficits or delays in the development of EFs in children with DLD have been reported for many components of the executive system, but in some more than in others (e.g., [@B52]; [@B17]; [@B24]). Specifically, studies on inhibitory control processes have reported consistent results, showing that children with DLD tend to be impaired in their inhibiting abilities (e.g., [@B17]; [@B80]; [@B91]). In particular, children with DLD are more susceptible to distraction ([@B72]). Interestingly, this impaired performance of children with DLD has been described for the auditory distraction task regardless of whether a distractor was related or unrelated to the target stimuli. This suggests that children with DLD might have a generic distractor processing problem ([@B136]).

With respect to cognitive flexibility, findings are mixed. Thus, some studies on shifting have not found any deficits in children with DLD (e.g., [@B59]; [@B55]), others have brought to light attentional shifting problems in addition to decreased cognitive flexibility ([@B79]). Overall, there is no consistent evidence indicating an impairment in shifting ability of the DLD population (e.g., [@B57]), and more research is needed to explore the developmental trajectory of this ability and its role in language learning in both TD and DLD populations.

Studies on updating and WM in children with DLD have found limitations on both phonological and non-verbal WM tasks ([@B81]; and see also [@B2]; [@B10]; [@B86]; [@B33]). In line with these findings, [@B55] have found impairments in children with DLD in updating the general WM content. In contrast, some studies examining non-verbal updating ability in DLD show conflicting results. Specifically, several studies report similar visuo-spatial updating performance of children with DLD and their TD peers (e.g., [@B73]). However, recent meta-analysis on visuo-spatial WM in DLD ([@B140]) suggests that for this population WM deficits indeed extend to the non-verbal domain. Similarly, [@B51] have observed differences in verbal and non-verbal updating ability between DLD and TD children after controlling for their non-verbal IQ, and also differences in non-verbal updating ability after controlling for their verbal IQ. This suggests that poorer non-verbal updating performance reflects a domain general updating deficit.

Importantly, it is often challenging to explore EFs in children under 4 years due to cognitive demands of the tasks. Thus, a lot of research in this area has so far focused on school-aged children, and more evidence is required to understand the role of EFs on language acquisition in children. Recent studies suggest that similarly to school-aged children with DLD, preschoolers with DLD tend to show difficulties in WM, inhibition and shifting, as revealed by both performance-based measures and behavioral ratings ([@B139]). However, it is not yet clear to what extent this relationship between the developing EFs and language abilities in children is reciprocal, and to what extent it might be causal. It thus seems particularly important to explore the interconnections between children's individual language profiles and EFs during typical development and as a part of the diagnosis for DLD.

Discussion
==========

This paper aimed at bringing together findings from different areas of neuropsychological research, exploring DLD and its underlying causes. It focused on how the various higher cognitive processes, including perception, attention, inhibition control, mental flexibility and WM may affect the spontaneous emergence of speech. Despite the observed inconsistencies across individual studies, overall there seems to be a strong association between DLD and the deficits in higher cognitive processes essential for normal language acquisition and functioning. In particular, there appears to be a continuous interplay between perception, attention, EF and language across childhood (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for a schematic representation of this neuropsychological perspective on cognitive and social functioning). This cognitive interplay might underlie problems in communication and social-emotional functioning observed in many children with DLD. From here, we propose that DLD needs to be treated as a complex neuropsychological syndrome during diagnosis and therapy. Specifically, it appears that diagnosis will benefit from screening for possible neuropsychological deficits underlying DLD, and that targeting these impaired neuropsychological abilities is likely to complement and enhance speech intervention.

Several important theoretical questions remain open, however. First, it is not clear if there is a straightforward correlation and interaction between different modalities (e.g., auditory vs. visual attention deficits). Second, it is not known whether for auditory information these deficits are specific to linguistic input or are more generic in their nature (e.g., verbal vs. non-verbal WM limitations). Third, little is known about how the various types of neuropsychological deficits interact, and how this may reflect on the child's individual linguistic profile. Also, more information is needed to better understand the developmental trajectories of the higher cognitive processes observed in TD children. Thus, for example, it is not known whether a child with normal language skills may have deficits in one or more higher cognitive abilities; and if so, what compensatory mechanisms they develop to prevent these neuropsychological impairments from leading to DLD. Finally, it seems essential to resolve the problem of heterogeneity in the language abilities observed in the DLD population, which is likely to be due to variability in types of neuropsychological deficits impeding the spontaneous emergence of speech in these children (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="other"}). Thus, matching their individual language and neuropsychological profiles during diagnosis would allow selecting a more effective intervention program that would target specific deficient cognitive ability \[e.g., WM training, attentional training, perceptual (rhythmic/music) intervention etc.\]. This would also be highly beneficial for research purposes -- for identification of subgroups of children with DLD and accounting for their performance during cognitive and language tasks.

###### BOX 1.

Clinical recommendations 'To come to tailored assessment and treatment we recommend to assess every individual child with DLD neuropsychologically in addition to their language profiling. Next to linguistic abilities, one should at least zoom in on perception, attention and executive functioning (working memory, inhibition and flexibility). These cognitive domains should be brought to light both behaviourally (e.g., with behavioral rating scales) and cognitively (e.g., with cognitive tests). This is essential not only for clinical purposes (to come to tailored assessment and treatment), but also for experimental studies, when children with DLD are currently treated as a single population while they are likely to represent several clinical groups.'
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